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As I immersed myself into the shared
human experience, I organically
aligned myself with activism, advocacy,
and efforts to increase diversity, equity
and inclusivity. 

A core pillar of The World is Watching is
amplifying voices. Beyond that, the
value lies within magnifying how each
of us contributes to our community.
BIPOC contributions are fundamental
to life --the ground out of which all
other culturally competent, creative,
and enterprising capacities grow.

The objective of this issue of From Our

Eyes is to create a safe space for Black
Lives Matter activists and allies to
examine how our actions, contributions,
and proclamations influence our
communities. This issue features street
art from various artists and
organizations making social justice
statements for community visibility. 

Britney Paddy, MA, QMHP
 

ISSUE 2 | MARCH 2021

EDITOR'S NOTE

I am the senior director of The World is
Watching and editor-in-chief of From

Our Eyes. My passion for the
intersection of cultural competency and
psychology developed while I was a
master's candidate in the counseling
psychology program at the University of
Denver. 

I entered the workforce as a mental
health counselor at the Inter-Cultural
Center for Psychology in Oregon.
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We facilitate a network of Black Lives Matter activists

from around the world. We provide workshops, written

guides, and resource compilations to train people to

effectively organize their communities for change. We

hold events with partner organizations to increase

awareness and raise money for the cause of racial

justice.

We have several educational publications and video

series that amplify the work of activists, organizers,

students, and professionals seeking to fight systemic

racism. The From Our Eyes magazine features art (e.g.

visual art, music, literature, and other media) by Black

Lives Matter activists and allies. Our Issue Briefings

contain policy proposals from our core team and

members of the movement. Our BLM Global Chats

series on Instagram Live engages policy-makers and

organizers in meaningful conversations about how to

create change.

The World is Watching is a global coalition demanding

concrete actions to end police brutality and systemic

racism in the US.

We are leaders, foreign and domestic professionals,

organizations, grassroots activists, and allies. We are

creating a unified international front calling for policy,

system, and environmental changes. Our inspiration

stems from the critical role that international pressure

had in advancing the Civil Rights Movement of the

1960s. We are now in the largest civil rights movement

in history and we are strategically mobilizing the global

community in the fight for justice.

We advocate for policy changes and concrete action

at the local, state, federal, and international level.

From hosting discussions on systemic racism at the G20

Summit to contacting hundreds of elected officials to

demand they address police brutality, our core mission

is to put policy into action through targeted advocacy

and outreach. 

OUR MISSION
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Beyond issuing words of support, enact the

10 policy solutions of Campaign Zero and

those recommended by activists in your

community to take real steps toward

ending police brutality. 

Recognize the pervasiveness of

institutional racism and develop

permanent, community-based oversight in

all organizations to recognize and

dismantle it.

Immediately end all use of tear gas, which

asphyxiates, burns, and can cause lasting

health problems. Similar chemical

weapons have been banned in

international warfare by the Geneva

Protocol since 1925. Avoid crowd control

tactics that accelerate COVID-19

transmission, including corralling, mass

arrests and close-quarters detainment.

Respect and protect the right of the people

to assemble and the free press, pillars of

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

and enshrined in the First Amendment.

Listen to and act upon activists’ and young

people’s calls for change. Respect and

permanently incorporate them into

decision-making structures, for they are

your future.

Our International Declaration focuses on 5

points:

INTERNATIONAL DECLARATION & PETITION

Our International Declaration unites institutions

behind a global call to action for the United

States to end police brutality and systemic

racism. It puts on a universally accessible record

that beyond issuing words of support,

organizations and individuals around the world

demand concrete change and policy action. We

will send our International Declaration to policy

makers at all levels of the U.S. government.

To endorse our International Declaration and

support our campaign, visit:

https://theworldiswatchingblm.org/2020/06/01/

read-our-international-declaration/
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Participated in and co-hosted five virtual panels,

with international partners such as the Civil 20

Summit, the United Nations 75th Anniversary

program, and Queen Diambi of the Democratic

Co-hosted a benefit concert with Da Asian Hip

Hop to raise donations and solidarity for the

Black Lives Matter movement.

Joined as guest speakers on podcasts Kind of an

Expert and Womanhood and International

Gained over 800 followers on our social media

platforms.

Gathered thousands of individual signatures and

institutional endorsements for our International

Contacted over 660 elected officials across the

United States to express solidarity with the Black

Expanded our team to 14 core members with

diverse backgrounds and expertise.

Published the first issue of From Our Eyes

magazine, which featured artwork and

reflections by members of the Black Lives Matter

movement.

Published three Issue Briefings on our website to

educate supporters about how systemic racism

affects public policy and private sectors.

This past year has been extremely challenging and

simultaneously inspiring. We are currently in the

largest civil rights movement in history and what we

do now will shape the future. The World is Watching

wants to celebrate the progress made and the

milestones we met throughout the year and carry this

momentum into 2021. 

REFLECTION

In 2020, we have:

Republic of the Congo.

Relations.

Declaration.

Lives Matter movement and call for policy

change.

Create more informative events and fundraisers

to support and highlight the Black community

and small businesses.

Send our International Declaration to

policymakers in all 50 states, including governors,

attorney generals and legislative leaders.

Advocate for policy changes at the federal level

within Congress and the new president.

Increase partnerships with other advocacy, racial

justice, and youth organizations.

Continue our support of global Black Lives Matter

movements through advocacy, providing

Publish seasonal issues of From Our Eyes.

Expand the Issue Briefings series to include a

wide range of authors with expertise in various

Introduce the new Black Lives Matter Global

Talks series, to be hosted on Instagram Live.

Create and expand our permanent membership

base, which we will engage with through our

Going into 2021, we are determined to continue

advocating for change and amplifying voices around

the world. The new political circumstances remind us

of the work left undone and motivate us to keep

going. 

LOOKING FORWARD

In 2021, we will:

research and resources, and strategic advising.

fields, focusing on students and young

professionals.

events and publications.

 

Our work over the past year has advocated for

policy changes, organized resources and events,

and amplified voices and messages. We have no

plans of slowing down and look forward to

advancing even further in 2021. 

OUR IMPACT
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ABOUT THE COVER PHOTOGRAPH

The front cover of From Our Eyes, Issue 2,

features Chinedu Nwokeafor standing on a light

pole in front of The White House. Chinedu serves

as an organizing and advocacy expert for The

World is Watching. Chinedu is an experienced

political organizer in Baltimore City with over 10

years of experience in successfully mobilizing

Black communities around social change issues.

The photograph captures Chinedu celebrating the

election of America's first Black Vice President,

Kamala Harris. Chinedu leads the exuberant

crowd below in chants and songs to lift each

other's spirits. Chinedu reflects on how connected

he felt to the crowd and his mission, "It felt good

to represent something bigger than one singular

concept. The togetherness displayed that day was

so breathtaking!" 

In the midst of celebrating, Chinedu used his

platform to say the names of Black men and

women killed by police violence. 
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INSURRECTION OF THE  US CAPITOL

On January 6th, 2021, hundreds of agitators faced off

with DC police, broke into multiple congressional

members' offices, stormed the House and Senate

chambers, disrespected historical statues, and forced

elected officials to evacuate. Most did not wear masks

and further risk the spread of COVID-19 amidst the

worst wave of the pandemic we have yet seen. White

nationalists brazenly carried the Confederate flag

through the halls of Congress and hung empty nooses

on the lawn outside, disrupting the certification of the

fair election of the first Black and Asian Vice President,

who won with the organizing and support of countless

people of color. 

The Constitution was written by predominantly White,

slave-holding men. Generations of Americans have

spilled blood to change it, demanding emancipation,

equal treatment, and the right to vote. White nationalist

agitators, faced with one fairly held election that does

not go their way, are willing to burn it.

There is deep-rooted hypocrisy in how protesters are

treated by police and other armed parts of the state.

Peaceful Black Lives Matter demonstrations were met

across the nation with tear gas, rubber bullets, riot

shields, and police violence. Hundreds of Black people

have been shot to death for the suspicion of carrying

weapons that White nationalists openly brandished

against elected officials. Protesters asking not to be

murdered or systematically incarcerated are met with

violence, regardless of their behavior. Yet, White

nationalists demanding minority rule against

constitutional norms are permitted to loot the office of

the Speaker of the House.

Any elected political official who remains silent is

complicit in the racist and violent erosion of our

democracy, perpetuation of violence, and racially

motivated acts plaguing our country.

History will look on this moment with disgust, as many

conscientious Americans already do. But as with

every movement to humanize and support BlPOC, we

will win. Today’s White nationalist rampage

represents the most ugly and violent parts of our

nation’s past. We are building the future.
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How are you doing? How are you doing at this

How does that feel for you? How does that make

What do you need to feel safe? Supported?

This guide outlines how to check-in from a trauma informed

approach during a crisis using therapeutic interventions based

in person-centered therapy and Dr. Clara Hill's 3 stage model

of helping. Utilize these stages with flexibility.

STAGE 1: INITIATE CHECK-IN 

Employ open-ended questions and ask from a place of

empathy. Explore the individual’s emotional-mental-physical

wellbeing. It is important to acknowledge the person’s state of

being before further probing. Avoid forcing the person to

dissect the crisis. In essence, this stage is all about exploring

how your loved-one feels.

moment?    

you feel? 

Loved?

 

STAGE 2: FORM CHECK-IN

Employ open-ended questions and ask from a place of genuine

curiosity. Create a safe space that is conducive to critical

thinking and expression. It is important to make your loved-one

feel seen and heard, especially if the crisis minimizes their

voice, visibility, safety, etc. 

What's it like for you to hear...? What's it like for you to see...?

What's it like for you to think...?  

What do you mean by that?

Tell me more about that? 

I hear you saying...  

It sounds as though...  

You feel ___ when ___

You act/behave ___ when ___

How can I support you? What can I do to help?     

What are your coping skills? Can I offer suggestions?     

I will ___ in order to support you

You will ___ in order to support yourself

Avoid judgement about how the person reacts to the crisis. Use

language that is trauma-informed, meaning take into

consideration how your words may impact and/or trigger adverse

experiences. In essence, this stage is all about understanding

your loved-one’s thoughts and feelings.

STAGE 3: CONCLUDE CHECK-IN

Employ open-ended questions and ask from a place of

partnership. Promote your loved-one’s strengths while also

extending your support. Highlight the ability to brainstorm ideas

that are adaptive, healthy, productive, and solution-focused.

Gently encourage at least one actionable idea. In essence, this

stage is about collaborative action.

CHECKING-IN DURING A CRISIS
BY: BRITNEY PADDY, MA, QMHP
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GLOBAL

According to data published by the World Health

Organization in 2015, an estimated 12.7% of the global

population experienced impoverishing health

spending. The practicalities of impoverishing health

spending pushed households below the $1.90 a day

poverty line. 

The United Nations cites that "poverty entails more

than the lack of income and productive resources to

ensure sustainable livelihoods. Its manifestations

include hunger and malnutrition, limited access to

education and other basic services, social

discrimination and exclusion, as well as the lack of

participation in decision-making." 

UNITED STATES

In 2019, the US Census Data estimated 10.5% of

American citizens fell below the poverty line. The total

population of the United States compared to the

percent of people living in poverty suggests that Black

and Hispanic people are disproportionately living in

poverty. 

ACTIONS

Addressing poverty requires state and federal

legislation, in addition to support from community

leaders. Three identifiable strategies to combat

poverty include raising the minimum wage, supporting

pay equity, and investing in child care and early

education. 

INCREASE WAGE

Support state and federal legislation to increase

minimum wage to a livable wage that is aligned with

geographical cost of living. 

PAY EQUITY 

Pass the Paycheck Fairness Act to hold employers

accountable for discriminatory practices. Currently,

womxn make 22 cents less per dollar. 

CHILD CARE

Invest in affordable, high-quality child care and early

education. Access to affordable child care and early

education will allow more parents and caregivers the

opportunity to work. 

RACE & HEALTH: POVERTY
BY: LAUREL HUFFMAN, MPH, CPH, RDN, LDN &

BETHANY HARVEY, MHS, CHES
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ACTIONS

Addressing heart disease requires state and federal

legislation, in addition to support from community

leaders. Three identifiable strategies to combat heart

disease include investing in research, supporting

universal health coverage, and increasing diversity

within the healthcare system. 

INVEST IN RESEARCH

A need remains for research examining how

race/ethnicity-based discrimination as a psychosocial

stressor impacts CVD risk and outcomes. 

UNIVERSAL HEALTH COVERAGE

Universal health coverage is defined as all individuals

and communities receive health care services they

need without financial burden. 

DIVERSITY IN HEALTHCARE 

Underrepresented patients are more likely to use

needed health services, less likely to postpone seeking

care, and report greater satisfaction when their

healthcare provider/system looks like them. 

Control blood pressure

Exercise regularly 

Get adequate sleep

Limit alcohol and do not smoke

Maintain a healthy weight

Keep cholesterol and triglyceride levels controlled

GLOBAL

Heart disease refers to several types of heart and

blood vessel conditions. According to data published

by the World Health Organization in 2016, an

estimated 31% of the global population died from

heart disease. 

UNITED STATES

In 2017, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention

estimated that heart disease was the leading cause of

death in the United States, causing about 1 in 4

deaths. Although avoidable deaths from heart disease,

stroke, and hypertension disease have declined,

African Americans still have a higher mortality rate

than other racial and ethnic groups. 

LOWERING RISK

 

RACE & HEALTH: HEART DISEASE
BY: LAUREL HUFFMAN, MPH, CPH, RDN, LDN &

BETHANY HARVEY, MHS, CHES
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Not invite the officer(s) into your home unless they

show you a warrant signed by a judge that

specifically lists your address as the place to be

searched (or has your name on it if it's an arrest

warrant)

Talk with police through the door and ask for

identification

If you're a guest inside a house where police show

up with or without a warrant, make it clear that you

are a guest and do not have the authority to let

them inside

Shortly after midnight on March 13, 2020, Louisville

Metro police officers dressed in plainclothes arrived at

the front door of Breonna Taylor's apartment to execute

a no-knock warrant. Moments later, officers forcefully

entered Taylor's home and blindly fired 32 shots. Taylor

was fatally hit with six bullets. According to LMPD,

Taylor's home was never searched. 

Police brutality against citizens is a threat to justice.

Understanding your legal rights in a variety of situations

can be a protective factor during legal proceedings,

but more importantly, it can save your life. 

POLICE AT FRONT DOOR

You have the right to:

THE POLICE ARE AT YOUR DOOR
BY: DILLON DUXBURY, ESQ

Ask to see the warrant. The police can either slide it

under the door or hold it up the window for you to

read

A search warrant allows the officer(s) to search

specific areas within the address listed on the

warrant. These specific areas will be listed on the

warrant

Even with a warrant, you have the right to remain

silent

Do not engage in casual conversation

Stand silently and observe what the officers do,

where they go, and what they take

Write down everything you observe as soon as you

can

POLICE AT FRONT DOOR WITH WARRANT

If the police are at your front door with a warrant, you

have the right to:

REDUCE RISK DURING A WARRANT SEARCH
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Remain silent

If you're a passenger, you may ask the police if you

are free to leave

On July 10th, 2015, Sandra Bland was pulled over in

Texas by a State Trooper for failing to use a turn signal.

Three days later, Sandra Bland was found hanging in a

jail cell at the Waller County Jail in Hempstead, TX. Her

death was ruled a suicide. According to FBI, the Waller

County Jail did not follow required policies or ensure

that employees had completed required training.

Police brutality against citizens is a threat to justice.

Understanding your legal rights in a variety of situations

can be a protective factor during legal proceedings,

but more importantly, it can save your life. 

POLICE PULL OVER VEHICLE

You have the right to:

POLICE SEARCH VEHICLE

If you are pulled over while driving, the police have

more leeway in how they can go about searching your

car or personal belongings. If they intend to search your 

Stop the car in a safe place as soon as you can

Turn off the car, turn on the internal light, and open

the window part way

Place your hands on the steering wheel

If you're a passenger, place your hands on the

dashboard

If you're in the backseat, place your hands on the

headrest 

Notify the officer(s) of any intended move you are

about to make

When asked, provide the officer(s) with your driver's

license, registration, and proof of insurance

vehicle then they likely will. Advocate for yourself by

vocally objecting to the search, as this may help

preserve legal rights in a court proceeding if one should

follow. 

REDUCE RISK WHEN PULLED OVER

THE POLICE PULLED YOU OVER
BY: DILLON DUXBURY, ESQ
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Remain silent

You do not have to consent to a search of yourself

or a search of your belongings 

You may be required to allow the police to conduct

a frisk for weapons if they have reasonable

suspicion that you are carrying weapons 

You may be required to produce ID, so check with

your specific state

On August 24th, 2019, Elijah McClain was stopped in

Aurora, CO by three officers. He was forcibly held to

the ground with his hands cuffed behind his back, after

which an officer placed him in a chokehold.

Additionally, paramedics administered ketamine to

McClain to sedate him. While being transported to the

hospital, McClain went into cardiac arrest. Three days

after arriving to the hospital, he was declared brain

dead, and subsequently removed from life support.

Police brutality against citizens is a threat to justice.

Understanding your legal rights in a variety of situations

can be a protective factor during legal proceedings,

but more importantly, it can save your life. 

STOPPED BY POLICE 

You have the right to:

Do not run, resist, or obstruct

Keep your hands above your waist and in plain sight

Do not lie or give false documents; you have the

right to remain silent and the right to decline a

search

TALKING WITH POLICE

If you're walking down the street and an officer(s) stops

you and asks, "Where are you going?" or, "What are you

doing?" you don't have to answer them. Instead, you

can respond, "I do not wish to engage in conversation."

Entering into a conversation can lead to being

intimidated or tricked into a consented search. 

REDUCE RISK WHEN STOPPED BY POLICE

THE POLICE STOPPED YOU
BY: DILLON DUXBURY, ESQ
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Voting is the expression of
our commitment to

ourselves, one another, this
country, and this world.

SHARON SALZBERG
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I waited in line to vote in the 2020 US Presidential

Election for 2 hours and 40 minutes on seemingly

the coldest and windiest day in Indianapolis,

Indiana. I was determined to make my voice heard. I

live in a red state, so I must do my part as a liberal-

democratic leaning voter. Living in a red state, at

times, can be exhausting. For instance, I decided to

vote in the morning on a weekend to avoid

harassment in line. Moreover, my motivation for

voting was in part due to anxiety about the current

political climate. Since 2016, I have observed that

police brutality, racial tension, and political

corruption is becoming increasingly worse. I

constantly witness overt acts of discrimination and

disrespect on social media. In fact, I utilized social

media to share my thoughts on the hypocrisy of how

White criminals are taken into custody without injury

compared to their non-White counterparts. That is

white privilege. White privilege emboldens people to

feel untouchable and I believe Trump played an

active role in making White supremacists feel

protected. Trump supporters appear different than

other presidential supporters because they move as

one unit; there appears to be no individuality, which

is reminiscent of a cult (e.g. American Horror Story:

Cult). The difference I’m noticing with Biden

supporters is acceptance of individuality and

inclusivity. My hope for Biden’s presidency is that

diversity, equality, and inclusivity reigns. I’m

optimistic to see what Biden and Kamala Harris do

to improve American life. I want to see efforts

towards ending police brutality and racist narratives

painted in the media. I felt overwhelmed by the

injustice against Dreasjon “Sean” Reed, which

clearly highlighted issues with law enforcement

training and prejudice in my community. Everyone

should be angry about that incident, not just Black

people. We all deserve to feel safe, seen, supported,

and heard. Since Biden’s win, I feel more relieved,

more capable of pushing back, and ultimately, I feel

free to be me!

VOTING REFLECTION
BY: ASHLEY HOLLOWAY
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I voted in the 2020 US Presidential Election in

Oregon using a mail-in ballot. I felt positively about

the voting method because I want to protect myself

from COVID-19 and I also appreciated the

opportunity to fill out the ballot at my own pace.  In

preparation of voting, I laid out my ballot, voter’s

manual, and an infographic about different

measures. As a first-time voter, it was important to

inform myself about each candidate’s position on

topics that are important to me. It took a little over

an hour before I finished filling out my ballot. I

believe I voted not only in the best interest of myself,

but in the best interest of others who also value

diversity, equality, and social justice. My voting

experience is unique because I was able to look up

information, engage in conversation with family,

process my thoughts and feelings, and then make an

informed voting decision. After sealing my ballot, I

dropped it off at a drop-site and collected a “I

Vote” sticker. Fortunately, all the measures I voted

for were passed. Additionally, the presidential

candidate I voted for won. Voting is important! I

believe voting gives people a voice in the decision-

making process. My vote matters, my voice matters,

and Black Lives Matter. I support the BLM movement.  

I stand for justice for all. Any form of injustice,

brutality, or cruelty is unacceptable and I will call it

out if I see it. I will continue to use my voice to

support others through advocacy, hands-on help,

and voting in future elections. To anyone who is

reluctant to speak up and/or vote: people and

animals are depending on us to make better

decisions and create a kinder world, so use

whatever opportunity you have to make a change. 

VOTING REFLECTION
BY: JADAH LI
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Change will not come if we wait
for some other person or if we

wait for some other time. We are
the ones we've been waiting for.

We are the change that we seek.
BARACK OBAMA
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DON'T SHOOT PORTLAND

Don’t Shoot Portland (DSPDX) is a Black-led human

rights nonprofit in Oregon advocating for accountability

and social change through art, education, and

participation. Ranging from educational dialogues

(annual Black Lives Matter Plenary) to nonviolent protest

demonstrations, DSPDX is advancing the Black Lives

Matter movement. Their organizing and activism work

includes educational workshops that inspire community

members to take action through civil engagement. By

examining policy-based assets and strategically

building relationships and networks, DSPDX is impacting

systemic sociocultural factors at the local and state

level. Furthermore, DSPDX supports frontline activists in

their mission to engage in discourse about America’s

racial and political relations.

DSPDX emphasizes outreach, which consists of feed ins,

archival-based workshops, and social justice youth

camps. Additionally, DSPDX concentrates efforts on

programming, mutual aid network(s), and legal referral

services. Mutual aid covers food, household supplies,

and clothing for marginalized families, houseless

communities, indigenous reservations and rural

populations surrounding Oregon and Washington.

#YouCantControlArt is DSPDX’s children’s social justice

council that supports the development of local activism

through various forms of art and history projects

focused on civil rights and anti-discrimination.

#YouCantControlArt is rooted in the belief that the

fight against state sanctioned discrimination is

strengthened by knowledge and promotion of process,

policy, and history. 

DSPDX has developed legal outreach in support and

partnership with lawyers and volunteers, including the

support of legal observers from the National Lawyers

Guild, Oregon Justice Resource Center, and Multnomah

Public Defenders Law Collective. 

DSPDX generously gifted hundred of books, art supplies

and educational tools, including a virtual youth

curriculum, at the 7th annual Reclaim MLK March. Art

and educational materials were provided in swag bags

with iconic and inspirational quotes from Coretta Scott

King, Sojourner Truth, and Bell Hooks. 

To learn more about DSPDX and/or provide a tax-
deductible donation, visit www.dontshootpdx.org.
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Urchin. ACAB.

https://www.dontshootpdx.org/


Keys To Work is a female, minority owned employment

agency, serving Central Indiana employers and job

seekers since 1996.  Keys to Work combines their staffing

agency with various government contracts; Keys to Work

has been a contractor with the State of Indiana through

the Indiana Manpower and Comprehensive Training Act

since 1997. They also administer contracts for the

Indianapolis Private Industry Council (Workforce

Investment Board for Indianapolis) and the City of

Indianapolis for job placement contracts through the

Community Development Block Grant. 

CEO, Jannett Keesling, was the former president of the

National Association of Women Business Owners and

recipient of the 5th Starkey Entrepreneurial Woman

Award. Keesling continues to reach others through her

involvement in the Rotary Club of Downtown

Indianapolis, an organization that brings together

business and professional leaders in order to provide

humanitarian service and to advance global peace.

Keys to Work offers staffing services to employers and

job seekers, including former incarcerated individuals,

homeless and/or transient individuals, individuals living

below the poverty line, and individuals experiencing

chronic unemployment. Services include direct,

temporary, and temp-to-hire staffing, workforce

certifications, and workplace mentoring. The operating

model is often referred to as A, B, C --any job, better

job, and career. 

Keys to Work's success is rooted in allyship and

relationship building. They create a safe space for

individuals to navigate intersecting systems (e.g. work

release and/or federal/state programs). They advocate

for individuals ostracized by the mainstream work force.  

Keys to work proudly celebrates over 20 years of an

unblemished record with the Better Business Bureau and

building lasting employment opportunities for all

members of the community. 

KEYS TO WORK 
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Gennaro Garcia. Unity in Diversity.



BLM protests have led to increased support for Black-owned
businesses. Searches for Black-owned boutiques have

increased by 331%; searches for Black-owned bakeries & ice
cream shops has increased by 56%; searches for Black

doctors has increased by 183%; and searches for Black-owned
coffee shops has increased by 161%. Most notably, searches
for Black-owned bookstores increased by 1,437% year-over-

year, a trend that coincided with anti-Racism books soaring to
the top of best-seller lists.

 

FORBES BUSINESS
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Lauren Pallotta Stumberg, Lela Brunet, Jessica Caldas, Angela Davis Johnson & Krista Jones. In Solidarity.



Sabz Cosmetics is a female, Black owned cosmetics

business based in Philadelphia, PA. Owner, Sabrena

Hutt, was initially inspired to start her own business

because of her mother’s entrepreneurship. Sabrena

developed a business plan for Sabz Cosmetics after

watching a YouTube video on running a lip gloss

business by a popular Black owned lip gloss company.

Utilizing motivation from her support system, confidence

from prior business ventures, and a passion for

cosmetics, Sabrena successfully launched Sabz

Cosmetics’ Instagram campaign in July 2020. 

 

Sabz Cosmetics offers a variety of cruelty-free,

handmade and vegan products, including wholesale.

The decision to sell wholesale is driven by wanting to

support others in starting their own business and

building their own boss identity. One of Sabrena’s core

values is embracing success or failure, “I’m positive with

everything I do, so I’m not afraid to be successful or fail

with ideas.” That core value influenced an expansion of

products.

Within the past year, Sabz Cosmetics has branched out

from lip gloss, lip oil, and lip scrub, to now include skin

care, Yoni oil, and specialty bundles and collection

boxes.

Sabz Cosmetics proudly supports the Black Lives Matter

movement. Sabrena asserts, “Black owned businesses

deserve to be seen and heard! We want our rights

respected and to be treated with equality." A

distinguishing characteristic of Sabz Cosmetics is the

mission to come together and give back. “It was

difficult to cancel fundraising and social events due to

COVID-19, especially because I love to talk to people

and I want to be able to hand out products in-person.”

Sabz Cosmetics is looking forward to potential

partnerships with womxn and children shelters.

To support and shop Sabz Cosmetics, visit

https://www.etsy.com/shop/SabzStudio

SABZ COSMETICS 
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Hailey M. Losselyong. Cabella.

https://www.etsy.com/shop/SabzStudio


Pamper Me Right is a female, Black owned mobile

pampering experience based in Indianapolis, IN.

Pamper Me Right offers luxurious spa parties for any

occasion in the comfort of your own home/venue. PMR

members, known as the "tribe," are also encouraged to

come into the PMR Lounge where they can be

enveloped in a soothing environment.

The mission is to remove stress and promote wellness.

Pamper Me Right provides numerous services rooted in

self-care and self-love, including facials, massages,

meditation and movement therapy, and listening hour

with oshun tea. 

Owner, Be'Le Oshun, shares that Pamper Me Right isn't

just a business, it's an experience that is a reflection of

herself, her spirituality, and her core values. 

COVID-19 presented challenges, causing Pamper Me

Right to close for 4-months. Be'Le Oshun channeled her

ambition, energy, and wisdom into safely re-opening. A

significant factor that inspired Be'Le Oshun to keep

Pamper Me Right's doors open is her promise to her

daughter. "It's important for me to show her that she

can be and do anything that she wants to do," Oshun

reflects. 

The healing journey at Pamper Me Right starts with

blessing the room, setting the intent, and showing honor

to the tribe's body and mind. The rest of the journey is

characterized by good music, good drinks, and good

vibes. 

To learn more, visit 

https://www.vagaro.com/pampermeright/

PAMPER ME RIGHT 
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Corey Barksdale. Elevate Pittsburgh Mural.

https://www.vagaro.com/pampermeright/


ARTIST APPRECIATION

Lewis, Megan. Lady Liberty Please Know

Thyself. Baltimore, MD.

www.meganlewis1illustrator.com

Barlow, Lisa. #CREATIVESAFTERCURFEW.

2020. Minneapolis, MN.

www.lesliebarlowartist.com

Killian, Sharon, et al. No Justice, No Peace.

2020. Fayetteville, AR.

Manrique Arias, Dan. Hands in Solidarity,

Hands of Freedom. 1997. Chicago, IL. 

J-DEF Peace Project. Hands in Unity. 2019.

Chicago, IL.

www.thejdefpeaceproject.weebly.com

Art is an outlet for communication, expression,

imagination and technical skill. Artists across

cultures evoke emotions and explore the nature

of perception using different artistic means. 

Street art is a form of artwork that is displayed

on publicly viewed surfaces. Street art raises

awareness and brings messages to a much

broader audience than other styles or galleries

allow for. Often, street art is intended to make a

statement about the society that the artist lives

in. 

THANK YOU TO THE FOLLOWING ARTISTS FOR

ADVANCING THE BLACK LIVES MATTER

MOVEMENT:

Artista, Joel. Za’atari Syrian Refugee Camp.

2013. Mafraq, JO. www.joelartista.com

Guache. Corazón de Piedra. 

Spray Their Name. Breonna Taylor. 2020. Denver,

CO. www.spraytheirname.com

Spray their Name. Sandra Bland. 2020. Boulder,

CO. www.spraytheirname.com

Spray their Name. Elijah McClain. 2020. Denver,

CO. www.spraytheirname.com

Fairey, Shepard. Voting Rights Are Human Rights.

2020. Milwaukee, WI. www.obeygiant.com

Mr. Cenz. Keep on Reaching. 2019. Manhattan,

NY. www.mrcenz.com

Torres-Weiner, Rosalia. Gateways / Portales

Mural. 2016. Charlotte, N.C.

www.redcalacastudio.com

Barlow, Lisa. #CREATIVESAFTERCURFEW. 2020.

Minneapolis, MN. www.lesliebarlowartist.com

Urchin. ACAB. 2020. Portland, OR. 

Garcia, Gennaro. Unity in Diversity. 2020. La

Jolla, CA. www.artegennaro.com

Brunet, Lela, et al. In Solidarity. 2018. Atlanta,

GA. www.thinkgreatly.com

Losselyong, Hailey. Cabella. 2020. Chicago, IL. 

Barksdale, Corey. Elevate Pittsburgh Mural. 2019.

Atlanta, GA. www.coreybarksdale.com

www.instagram.com/thepdxurchin/

www.hml.design
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WEBSITE

https://theworldiswatchingblm.org/

SOCIAL MEDIA 

Instagram:

https://www.instagram.com/theworldiswatching.blm/

Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/theworldiswatching.blm

Twitter:

https://twitter.com/twiw_blm

YouTube:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0-

xSnn6iPukOFxmmZ0g2pQ/featured

Linkedin:

https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-world-is-watching

RESOURCES

Online Resources Collection:

https://theworldiswatchingblm.org/resources/

BLM Global Network Resources:

https://theworldiswatchingblm.org/2020/06/27/blm-global-

network-resources/

Press Releases:

https://theworldiswatchingblm.org/2020/07/09/press-release-

about-theworldiswatching/

Issue Briefings: 

https://theworldiswatchingblm.org/publications/

GET INVOLVED 

From Our Eyes is accepting submissions from Black Lives Matter

activists and allies for Issue 3. Email us at:

theworldiswatching.blm@gmail.com.

CONTACT US
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